The Products Behind the Articles in This Newsletter

Cisco TANDBERG Content Server: Deliver Instruction to Students Anywhere, Anytime
Extend the classroom to students who miss class, want to review for a test, or are distance learners, using the Cisco TANDBERG Content Server. Instructors record video either during class or beforehand. Then they can stream the video live, archive it for later viewing, and create podcasts. Students can access the content from a PC or smartphone, anywhere, anytime.


Cisco TANDBERG Assistant: Add Video to Interactive Whiteboard Sessions
Easily integrate live, interactive video calls with electronic whiteboard sessions. A self-contained unit, Cisco TANDBERG Assistant mounts on the wall near the electronic whiteboard. With the touch of a button, the instructor can place a video call to another classroom, subject matter expert, or administrator and then control whether the far-end video participants see the presenter alone, the whiteboard alone, or both.